
Dear Fellow Diver: 

After three trips to Palau, my fourth felt like I was 
home. Palau . . . bucket list . . . dream dive . . . top 
five . . . world class . . . the superlatives become cli-
chés at some point. But for me, what has separated this 
spot from everywhere else I’ve dived is the balance it 
offers. You go to Raja for diversity. You go to Cocos for 
pelagics. You go to the Philippines for macro/muck. But 
with Palau, you get all of these without needing to stay 
on a liveaboard to guarantee kick-ass diving. And for 
less than $2,000 for seven nights.

However, rapid change is afoot. You won’t see it from 
a liveaboard, but you will if you stay in Koror. Starting 
last year, Chinese tourism took off big time, and Palau 
has been riding the whirlwind ever since. The culture 
clash is dividing the nation between those who have ben-
efited (property owners, hotels, some merchants) and those 
who have not (renters squeezed by higher rents, Palauan 
workers -- the Chinese are bringing in their own laborers 
-- and traditional merchants not catering to the Chinese). 

Hotels are being block-booked by Chinese tour opera-
tors half a year or more in advance. In April, I looked 
for a room at the 
Sea Passion Resort in 
November, and there 
was nothing. Other 
good hotels were sim-
ilarly block-booked. 
Fortunately, the DW 
Motel, where I stayed 
in 2013, was avail-
able. It was okay 
-- it had the hardest 
bed I’d ever slept 
on, but it was cheap, 
and in less than 20 
minutes, I could walk 
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to downtown restaurants like Sushi Bar 
Mito and Mog Mog (you haven’t lived 
until you’ve had lobster sashimi). The 
DW caters to the Japanese and frugal 
divers like me who want to save their 
money for diving but can’t afford a 
liveaboard for two people. You can 
wash your clothes ($4 for the washer 
and dryer), and while there is a res-
taurant across the street, there is 
even a kitchen where you can refriger-
ate food and make your own meals. 

Downtown Koror hardly looks like 
Midtown Manhattan, but the increase 
in bright LED lights and fake neon 
signage dismays the locals. Less 

scrupulous restaurants have been bust-
ed for serving Napoleon wrasse and 

humphead parrotfish to cater to the Chinese. Others have been nailed for buy-
ing turtles and undersized crabs and lobsters. But it doesn’t end there. I 
heard reports of rough treatment of Jellyfish Lake by the new tourists and 
tales of turtles being disturbed. I don’t need to tell you what that means for 
the health of Palau’s sea life if left unchecked. 

As I had before, I dived with Sam’s Tours. Palau may be changing, but 
Sam’s is not. However, that’s a sword that cuts in two directions. I have 
nothing but compliments for the staff, especially the divemasters, who are 
both local and from overseas (Italian, American and Australia). Neil, a 
30-something American, was my favorite divemaster in 2013 because he allowed 
me to cross Siaes Corner off my “un-dived” list and got me my first current 
dive at Ulong Channel after five current-less dives there. If you want to do 
something a little risky, the divemasters will make sure you know what you are 
getting into, but if you request a dive, they will try to make it happen.

For me this year, that meant Shark City, which, along with Peleliu Cut and 
Express, seems to be permanently affixed to my “No dive for you” list, despite 
having made more than 60 dives in Palau. The depth (at least 110 feet) and 
its hit-and-miss nature, combined with its isolation from the rest of Palau’s 
best dive spots, makes it infrequently visited. They finally offered it to me, 
and yet, I passed on it. You see, two days before, I had my most intense dive 
experience ever, at Blue Corner, hitting an immediate downdraft upon entry. 
Well before we neared the Corner, I was moving so fast, I stopped kicking. The 
currents were so strong, the red-tooth triggers that usually swarm the spot 
were all a few inches off the reef, flowing in a stream over the side. When I 
released my reef hook, I was blown off the reef. There was another downdraft 
waiting for my group and me when we hit open water; I dropped from 56 feet to 
80 feet before I caught on and adjusted my buoyancy. Because of the currents, 

divers stay in groups, and most 
often, we came up together, to be met 
quickly by the boat. The boats can 
hold 16 people but are usually limit-
ed to 12, plus two divemasters. Sam’s 
says no more than eight divers per 
divemaster, so if someone runs low 
on air, one divemaster will accompany 
him to the surface.

The morning we were to dive 
Shark City, Neil took me aside and 
laid it all out: the day before, 
currents had been worse than Blue 
Corner. While I was still game, I 
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The Full Story on  
Palau’s Changes

Our Palau reviewer has written a fascinating cri-
tique of the Chinese situation in Palau for Autonomous 
magazine .  I urge you to read it at https://medium.
com/autonomous/trouble-in-paradise-307b61c3a7ea#.
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-- Ben Davison
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had a problem dragging the rest of the dive group with me into conditions 
like that. The dive would be over and done at depth in 20 minutes. Next time, 
Shark City. Next time.

So we dived German Channel for the second day in a row. While water tem-
perature at most sites was in the mid-80s, German Channel had serious thermo-
clines, with layers in the low 70s. The visibility was well off the usual 100 
feet, and at 40 to 50 feet, it felt confining. I’ve had dives there where I’ve 
seen nothing of note and others there where I struck gold (descending from the 
surface, I once nearly landed on an exposed octopus). German Channel is famous 
for mantas, but I had only seen two mantas in six dives there. This year, I 
scored big, first snorkeling with a manta doing loops while feeding off plank-
ton, then swimming down under with six at once. And then came the amazing 
spectacle of around a couple hundred frolicking melon-headed whales, coming 
together in a tight bunch, then separating and crisscrossing each other.

Since Palau has banned long-line fishing, the pelagic populations have 
increased. While I didn’t dive Blue Holes this year, the buzz was about the 
appearance of thresher sharks patrolling the opening of the cave. Dogtooth 
tuna numbers have gone up at Blue Corner. I watched redtooth triggers, anthias 
and trevally scatter in massive panic as a school of dogtooths, some as long 
as four feet, charged onto the reef behind, serving as a reminder that when 
hooked on the reef, the action isn’t always in front of you; look behind occa-
sionally. Drifting off the reef at New Drop Off, I peered into the deep, where 
I could make out around two dozen sharks swimming in a mass. 

On one dive through Ulong Channel, I witnessed a Chinese group pass by. 
One female diver freaked out and was dragged back to the group by their Chinese 
instructor . . . right past a guy standing on the reef while holding onto it 
with his hand. Nobody did anything about that.

The damage inflicted by typhoons Bopha (2012) and Haiyan (2013) still 
looms large over Palau’s eastern reefs. Nobody dives Ngerchong now unless 
that’s the last option available. The reefs were destroyed and will probably 

Ecotourism Doesn’t Affect 
Whale Sharks

Water-based ecotourism -- diving with sharks, 
swimming with dolphins, snorkeling with whales 
-- has gotten big over the past 20 years, and while it’s 
great for the local economies, what is its effect on the 
animals on display? 

To figure that out, Australian researchers examined 
whether encounters between ecotourists and whale 
sharks, classified as “vulnerable” on the Red List of 
Threatened Species, had bad results . They studied 
whale sharks aggregating at Ningaloo Reef in Western 
Australia, where up to 500 of them, mostly young males, 
feed between March and July . Using a photo database of 
individually identified whale sharks (boat videographers 
record each whale’s sex, size and markings, and send 
images to the Western Australia Department of Parks 
and Wildlife), the researchers looked at 2,823 whale-
meets-boat encounters between 2007 and 2011 . 

The good news: Whale sharks aren’t fazed by the 
boats . The researchers discovered that total encounters 

per whale shark and per boat trip increased over time . 
On average, whale sharks sighted by boats in subse-
quent years were encountered earlier, stayed longer, 
and tended to be spotted by boats more often within 
a season than sharks that were only encountered in 
a single year . Whale sharks showed no patterns sug-
gesting boats disturbed them; in the years with more 
boat trips, whale sharks actually appeared to leave the 
scene at a slower rate .  

The researchers say that individual whale sharks 
returning to Ningaloo Reef become accustomed to 
encounters with tourists, and their prior encounters 
don’t stop them from returning . It’s unlikely that eco-
tourism is affecting their breeding or foraging behaviors . 
Sea temperature and plankton levels have more impact 
on whether they stay or go . So, when you get wet, you 
can assume the animals have no problems with you, but 
keep your hands to yourself .

“Multi-Year Impacts of Ecotourism on Whale Shark Visitation 
at Ningaloo Reef, Western Australia,” by R .L . Sanzogni, M . G . 
Meekan and J .J . Meeuwig; PLOS One,  September 23, 2015; DOI: 
10 .1371/journal .pone .0127345 
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not recover fully in our lifetimes. A 
recent survey of eastern reefs found 
that the coral cover was down by 60 
percent. But Palau’s crown jewels man-
aged to escape relatively unscathed 
from the twin terrors.

Sam’s is as friendly and help-
ful today as it was when I first dived 
with them in 2009, though I sense 
they are trying to do more with less. 
The facilities have remained largely 
unchanged, except for a new cement 
rinse tank added for wetsuits. There’s 
no place to spread your gear to dry 
in the open air other than the small 
concrete retaining wall, so there’s a 
constant fight for space. Your alter-

native is to stow your stuff in the storage area, but it may not dry by the 
morning when you carry it out to the boat. Nick Martorano’s photography shop is 
no longer in business at Sam’s, and I miss being able to buy a video of one of 
my dives. While I shoot decent-quality stuff, on my best day I couldn’t match 
what Nick could produce. But in this GoPro, selfie-stick age where newbies think 
they can be Howard Hall for just a few hundred bucks -- that is, until they 
review their shaky, too-blue footage -- it’s difficult to make a living running 
a photography shop. 

Sam’s uses covered dual-outboard speedboats (oh, oh, no heads) that, after 
motoring through the picturesque Rock Islands, reach most sites in about 50 
minutes (wrecks are closer). After the first tank, they serve lunch -- sand-
wiches, a bento box or teriyaki chicken, which you select from a menu the day 
before. Tea and juice drinks are onboard. The boat returns after two dives, 
but goes out again for a third. There is little demand for night dives. One 
doesn’t dive with the same divers or the same group every day (Sam’s has a 
dozen boats), so I didn’t get much of a chance to make friends, as I might on 
a liveaboard. One 40-something American diver stands out, however. At New Drop 
Off, to celebrate her 200th dive, she tossed her bikini aside, donned her gear, 
and jumped in buck-naked. Weird.

The DW Motel is fine for what it is (the beds have been upgraded) but 
after so many days, living a minimalist existence with no TV and no free Wi-Fi 
takes its toll. I had hoped to spend a few days at Caroline’s Resort, employ-
ing its secret weapon -- in the past, anyone who stayed there had free access 
to the facilities of the beautiful, upscale Palau Pacific Resort, without hav-
ing to pay through the nose to stay there. Now, to access the PPR, one has to 
pay a $50 per-day fee, so I selected PPR, which would be about the same price. 
I caught a break, getting upgraded to an ocean-view room next to the pool. 
The rooms are very nice, even equipped with futuristic toilets with proxim-
ity sensors that light up the bowl when you approach (yeah, I don’t see the 
need either). The PPR once had a nice man-made beach and lagoon with a great 
sunset view, but they built water bungalows on one side of the beach, ruin-
ing the feel. The PPR, while luxurious, is very pricey, but then again, so is 
Palau in general. While you can always grab a burger or pizza, proper dinners 
with offerings like lobster sashimi or crab will cost you. Twice, I came with-
in striking distance of $200 for two, but one doesn’t often get seafood that 
fresh and the meals were wonderful, though I passed on the $200 mangrove crabs. 
Breakfast across the street from the DW at the Rock Islands Grill ran $30 for 
two with tip. 

To get there, United remains the best, cheapest option from the U.S. 
($2,200, though special fare sales drop it to around $1,600). After arriving 
in Guam from Honolulu, I faced a 45-minute scheduled window to make the Koror 
connection, but our late-arriving plane missed it, leading to an unplanned 

Sam’s Tours, Palau
Diving (experienced)              HHHHH

Diving (beginner -- don’t go)                 H

Accommodations    HHH 

Food HHH 

Service and Attitude HHHH

Money’s Worth  HHHHH

H = poor       HHHHH= excellent
World Scale
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24-hour Guam layover. I was told that the connection is blown about 40 percent 
of the time. Unless you want to fly on days when the flight goes through Yap 
(and departs later from Guam) or on the days when it departs later from Guam 
(and you get in late to Koror), there’s a real chance you may spend the night 
on Guam. Other options: Fly nonstop to Taipei, Tokyo or other destinations that 
have nonstop flights to Palau. 

Finally, I must say, even with the changes in Palau, I’ll be back to dive 
with Sam’s, expecting few changes in the operation, but that’s OK with me since 
it will be just like coming home. If you want to see my trip on video, have a 
look at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YUy_LL-Dd88

-- D.S.

 Our undercover diver’s bio: D.S. says, “Prior to 2008, I saw myself as a tech worker 
who just hit the ski slopes every few years and that’s it. Then I got bit by the div-
ing bug. Now I can’t see past the ocean. Since then, I’ve made more than 200 dives in 
the cold and rugged waters of Northern California, while shuttling off to various South 
Pacific and Indian Ocean venues, where the waters are much more comfortable.”

    
Divers Compass: The DW Motel was $65 per night . . . Sam’s 
Tours is $145 for two tanks, $40 for a third dive, but they 
offered reduced-rate package deals; nitrox is extra . . . 
Add $50 for a 10-day permit to scuba or snorkel, $50 more 
to include Jellyfish Lake; Peleliu State is another $30 for 
a 10-day permit . . . If you don’t want to travel with your 
gear, you can rent 3-mm wetsuits, BCs, wristband computers, 
etc. (I had trouble with the depth gauges on two of my rent-
al regulators and had to go back twice before I got one that 

wasn’t malfunctioning); reef hooks are also available . . . Sam’s van makes 
hotel pick-ups about 8:30 a.m. (earlier on the first day) and boat pickups 
from the Palau Pacific Resort  . . . After the dives, I hung out at Sam’s 
seaside bar for a coffee or a beer and snacks, before heading back to the 
hotel; for tourists, poking around town is fun, there are plenty of sites to 
see and Sam’s can arrange tours . . . Hotels arrange airport transfers, about 
$20 a person . . . Currency is American dollars and ATMs are available . . . 
Website - www.samstours.com

Bad Divemasters, Shark Scares . . . 
and why you shouldn’t bring “dirty” dollars overseas

Our Latest Chapbook Is Out. The 2016 Travelin’ Divers’ Chapbook, nearly 700 pages, was sent to 
you last month for downloading, and it’s even available in print for $15 ( $21 for non-subscribers) . To 
order, go to www.undercurrent.org/members/UCnow/chapbook2016.php 

It’s an amalgam of amazing and informative reports -- my deep thanks to everyone who submitted 
a report -- but here are a few items one might miss, and a few themes worth mentioning .

Are You a Single Diver Looking for a Buddy? John Dale Kennedy (Springfield, IL) went to 
Bonaire with a group of 32 like-minded folks . “SingleDivers .com is for divers who don’t want to dive 
alone but whose partner doesn’t dive . Great group of mostly experienced divers, so plenty of opportu-
nity to buddy up accordingly .”  (www.singledivers.com)

Unprofessional Divemasters. For many divers, carrying the proper weight on the first dive is 
tricky, especially if they have been out of the water a long time or are wearing different equipment . 
So it’s the divemaster’s job to ensure that a diver is properly weighted, but not like this divemaster 
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at the Island Seas Resort in Freeport, Bahamas . Ronald Presutti (Saint Clairsville, OH) was there in 
November and reports, “The divemaster asked my wife if her wetsuit was new, which she acknowl-
edged . Then he asked how much weight she would need . If he had read our registration forms, he 
would have known that we knew exactly how much weight was needed -- 12 pounds . But since she 
was a female with a new wetsuit, when he thought we weren’t looking, he slipped two pounds of 
weight into her BC pocket . I’m still furious with such a dangerous and unprofessional act .” Overall, 
Presutti had a good week, but noted, “When diving Shark Alley, the divemaster poked a shark that 
had gotten close with his knife . They weren’t bothering anyone or being aggressive; I think he just 
wanted to see the reaction from our group . Mine was just an eye roll .”

Sometimes divemasters don’t get it together above water, as Carmen Thomas (Boise, ID) learned last 
April, on her second dive with Toucan Divers at the Plaza Hotel in Bonaire . “Eleven divers and our gear 
were loaded onto Toucan’s Green Flash with a captain/divemaster and a second divemaster, a local guy 
who had volunteered to dive with us because the shop was short-handed . He failed to secure the 

The Soul of an Octopus 
A decade ago in a posh San Francisco restaurant, I was tempted to order the grilled Pacific octopus . But I 

didn’t, recalling that an octopus, by many counts, is smarter and more emotional than many wise mammals, 
dogs included . I love spotting an octopus whipping across a reef, changing shapes and colors faster than I can 
track . So not wanting to be party to the death of such a remarkable creature, I stopped eating octopus . And 
having just read Sy Montgomery’s new book, The Soul of an Octopus: A Surprising Exploration into the Wonder of 
Consciousness (it was a finalist for last year’s National Book Award for Nonfiction), I’m all for taking it off every-
one’s menu . This animal belongs in a Head Start class, not a sushi restaurant .

Montgomery spends months at Boston’s New England Aquarium, where several staffers school her in the 
complexity and personalities of several individual octopuses . (Yes indeed, they differ in personalities as much as 
you and I differ .) As they eye her every move, wrapping their arms around her arms so their suckers can taste 
her to identify her, she learns that they befriend some attendants, but not others, for whom they show their dis-
affection by shooting water, biting, trying to drag them into their tanks, or just hiding away . If you’re a friend, 
they’ll play with toys you put in the water -- one used her water spout to drive a float around the tank many 
times -- and embrace you softly . She watches the octopuses’ endless color and pattern changes, learning that red 
is excitement and white is relaxation, while rolling patterns confuse their prey, making them easy to strike . And 
she searches for escapees, who have squeezed through impossible cracks in their tanks to slide into other tanks 
to hunt dinner .

To observe octopuses in the wild, Montgomery scuba dives in Cozumel and Tahiti . While her octopus 
encounters are fascinating, you will shake your head at her diving problems . In the most touching chapter, 
Montgomery visits the Seattle Aquarium for Octopus Blind Date Night, an annual event where two octopuses, 

in full view of onlookers and TV cameras, are put into a single tank . The 
hope is they will mate, but they may ignore each other, or one may even 
kill the other and devour it . You’ll be captivated by Montgomery’s beautiful 
description of octopus love, and because mating is a prelude to their deaths, 
the aquarium releases them into Elliott Bay with accompanying divers, who 
track how each octopus searches for a home and settles in, the female pro-
tecting her eggs until they hatch .

I guarantee you’ll finish this book in absolute awe of the octopus, perhaps 
even encouraged to volunteer at your local aquarium to get backstage to 
meet and greet the real creatures . I also suspect that you’ll never eat an octo-
pus again . And if you do, well, shame on you .

To purchase the 262-page hardbound book, go to www.undercurrent.org/
UCnow/bookpicks.shtml, and our profits will be donated to organizations 
working to save the oceans .

http://www.undercurrent.org/UCnow/bookpicks.shtml
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bowline when we left the dock, and it trailed alongside 
the boat, unnoticed until we reached the mooring line 
about 100 feet off Klein Bonaire . When the captain spun 
the boat around to capture the mooring line, the stern line 
fouled the propeller, instantly killing the engine . After 
three attempts to restart the engine, the captain yelled 
to the divemaster to check the propeller, but by the time 
he did, the boat was wedged bow-first on two coral heads, and waves began sloshing into the boat and 
cabin . By the time the captain and “divemaster” realized they could not free the prop, we were ankle-
deep in water that had flooded the engine compartment . The captain ordered us over the stern into 
open water and to swim around the island to the west, look for a sandy beach and go ashore . One pas-
senger who had 15 years’ experience diving Bonaire told us about a wicked current off the west side and 
said there was no way she was swimming there . The captain repeatedly ordered us off the boat -- with 
only masks and fins -- and when we wanted our BCDs for the swim, he would not listen . Much to the 
captain’s consternation, the gal with 15 years’ experience jumped off the boat and swam to the east, fol-
lowed by her partner, making it to shore about 100 meters from the boat . The rest of us reluctantly fol-
lowed the captain’s orders, jumping off the boat and swimming west . We made it over the coral reef and 
ashore, with a few suffering some scratches and nicks . The captain radioed for help before abandoning 
ship; DIVI Flamingo came to our rescue after 30 minutes . Back at the dock, we were told our gear would 
be delivered to the dive shop shortly and we would be compensated for one dive . When some of us 
reminded them, repeatedly, that we missed two dives, not one, the dive shop grudgingly said we might 
be provided two dives that afternoon … if a substitute divemaster could be found . Everyone’s gear but 
mine was delivered to the dive shop, but mine remained missing . I was eager to get my two-dive-old 
Scubapro BC but was told a different story about its whereabouts each time . After two days, my gear 
was found, in 15 feet of water, near where the boat beached . The Green Flash was hauled off the reef, 
then towed by a large tug to town for repairs .” 

Why Fly from Cancun to Cozumel? Warren Sprung (Houston, TX) says it’s cheaper to arrange a 
pickup by Discovery Mundo Car Service to be driven to the ferry at Playa Del Carmen . The round-trip 
first-class service was $140 and about $20 for the round-trip ferry . (www.discoverymundo.com)

Lionfish and Sharks and Eels, Oh My. While everyone wants to obliterate lionfish, many serious 
folks in the industry do not believe they should be fed to sharks during standard sport dives, because 
animals being fed will associate divers with food and can become dangerous . Craig Gibson (El Paso, 
TX), aboard the Sun Dancer in Belize in June, saw that firsthand . “Lionfish are obviously out of control, 
and I agree with the policy of spearing them . However, feeding the lionfish to the sharks and eels has 
made them significantly more comfortable (and aggressive) around divers . They now swim within 
inches of divers, instead of several feet away as they did a few years ago . We had two instances at 
separate dive sites where a shark actually bumped its nose into a diver’s camera directly in front of 
the diver’s face . In the first instance, the diver screamed a huge cloud of bubbles but did keep the reg-
ulator in her mouth . The other instance resulted in an excellent close-up photo of the shark; however, 
there seemed to be a yellowish cloud surrounding this diver during the remainder of the dive . On 
another dive, a huge eel had taken the lionfish off the spear that was being offered by the dive guide 
and retreated to its hole, but then it aggressively came back out and approached a diver’s camera . 
Luckily, she reacted by bringing her fin up, which resulted in a kick to the eel’s head   .  .  .  I have seen 
other Caribbean operators spear lionfish and immediately cut off their fins . Then they either take the 
fish home to eat or just leave them on the ocean floor for some other critter to snack on .”

Riding Rock Inn. It was whacked so hard by Hurricane Joaquin in October that it won’t be open 
until April . It’s one of the few legitimate dive resorts left in the Bahamas, a great place for groups 
especially, but it did need some updating, perhaps the only upside to a hurricane . As of press time, 

“The captain repeatedly ordered 
us off the flooded boat -- with 
only masks and fins.”
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the website was not working; the phone number listed is 242-331-2631 .

No Greenbacks, Please. Off and on in my foreign travels, I have had my American bills refused 
because they were either ripped or dirty, so settling an account was a real hassle . I now make it 
a point to carry crisp greenbacks . But these days, even greenbacks are a problem in some places, 
because new bills have other shades of color . In November, Jim Tompkins (Leland, NC) took a div-
ing cruise on the Maldives Aggressor and says many divers found that neither the liveaboard nor 
an onshore restaurant would take their older bills because the banks wouldn’t accept them . That’s 
because the older greenbacks were more easily counterfeited . So if you plan to use cash anywhere in 
the Third World, carry new, crisp and tinted bills .

--Ben Davison

The Politics of DEMA  
and an odd fellowship with the oil industry

The Diving Equipment & Marketing Association (DEMA) is a trade association with the mission to 
work in the interest of the dive industry -- people for whom diving is a business . It doesn’t represent 
sport divers, the customers of the businesses it represents, though it works to recruit new divers and 
keep divers diving . 

DEMA takes positions on public and private policy, and has taken a strong stance on some issues 
important to divers -- seeking protection for Goliath grouper, supporting the eradication of lionfish in 
Florida, and opposing the cruise ship dock to be built in Grand Cayman . 

One might think the interests of divers and businesses are identical, but last fall, we were puz-
zled by a DEMA policy alert about an omnibus energy conservation bill winding its way through 
California’s legislature . Besides seeking increased energy efficiency in buildings and requiring 
California utilities to get more renewable energy by 2030, it contained a provision that called for a 50 
percent reduction in petroleum use in cars and trucks by 2030 . 

Where Did They Find This “Expert”?

That last provision caught DEMA’s eye, leading it to tell its members, “For the recreational diving 
industry, this legislation could have a detrimental impact on the household budgets of [those] who 
travel within the state to dive  .  .  . divers could make fewer trips, purchase fewer certifications and 
buy less equipment . SB 350 will make it more difficult for all business operators, including diving 
operators, to do business in California .” They quoted Rusty Berry, owner of Scuba Schools of America 
in Montclair, CA, as saying the bill “could disrupt budgets to the point that they’ll have to choose 
between getting to work and going diving .” 

Berry, who has a litany of web complaints about how he treats his customers, isn’t much of an 
expert on how the consequences of this complicated bill would affect drivers 15 years from now, but 
DEMA chose to get on his bandwagon and asked its members to defeat the entire bill . The petroleum 
industry led the fight against the bill, joined by just about anyone else who profits from automobiles’ 
burning gas . DEMA joined these folks, who say to hell with reducing carbon emissions and ocean 
acidification, we want your cars to run on oil and gas, not electricity, solar power or anything else . 

What Is DEMA Fighting For?

They’ve been in bed with the same folks before . In our June 2012 issue, we questioned why 
DEMA had partnered with the likes of American Petroleum Institute, ExxonMobil, and the National 
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Association of Homebuilders to create the deceitfully named National Ocean Policy Coalition, which 
had the mission of helping Congress gut the ocean policy proposed by the Obama administration . 
The coalition stated that while it “recognizes the critical role our oceans, coastal areas and marine 
ecosystems play in our nation’s economy,” and wants to conserve “the natural resources and marine 
habitat of our oceans and coastal regions,” it also wants to “enhance commercial and recreational 
activities, such as oil and gas development, minerals development, marine transport, commercial fish-
ing, recreational fishing and boating, and tourism,” and “avoid ceding all regulatory power impacting 
the oceans and coastal areas to one agency .” It also wants federal authority to be “limited to federal 
waters and should not infringe on state authorities to manage resources and activities under state 
jurisdiction .” The coalition members are all companies and business-focused organizations -- not a sci-
entific or environmental group is a member .

In support of California SB 350, DEMA issued a similar statement, noting that while it “supports 
viable efforts to reduce hydrocarbon emissions and other forms of pollution that effect [sic] the envi-
ronment, especially as may effect [sic] global warming, with its related impact on coral reefs and dive 
sites around the world, the bill being proposed attempts to mandate too much, too soon, without the 
completion of the sorts of scientific and engineering study, and public and industry input and evalua-
tion, that the bill’s own language mandates .” To all people and organizations concerned with the envi-
ronment, SB 350 was the “viable effort” DEMA opposed .

Although Undercurrent is a member of DEMA, we’re just bystanders . We speculate that policy posi-
tions like the above are based far more on the political views of some individuals in DEMA than on 
any concrete concern for the dive industry . From our outsider’s viewpoint, overfishing, trash dump-
ing, ocean acidification, coastal overdevelopment and the resulting coastal pollution are more directly 
affecting the health of the diving industry, not the ill-founded position that, by seeking alternative 
ways to power vehicles and halve gasoline consumption 2030, a Pasadena diver will be unable to 
afford the petrol to make a 200-mile round trip to dive in Santa Barbara . In fact, if DEMA wants to 
back pro-oil issues, why not at least encourage dive boats and liveaboards to buy carbon credits?

To understand DEMA politics better, we tried to talk with many DEMA board members, all of 
whom referred us to DEMA executive director Tom Ingram, who told us to email the questions . While 
we preferred a conversation (Ingram said no), here’s what we garnered .

Class Action on Faulty Suunto 
Computers Continues

Aqua Lung in the U .S . has failed in its move to dis-
miss a class action claiming that some Suunto diving 
computers it distributed were dangerously defective . As 
previously reported in the August issue of Undercurrent, 
lead plaintiff Ralph Huntzinger claims they can mal-
function and cause injury or death, and that Aqua Lung 
should have disclosed bugs in the software to users .

In his lawsuit, Huntzinger cited at least one death 
allegedly related to a faulty Aqua Lung dive com-
puter, claiming the diver believed from information 
displayed that she had a substantial amount of air 
left in her tank when in fact it was empty . (Not all of 
the models listed were gas-integrated .)  Aqua Lung 
moved to dismiss the class action, arguing it was 
inappropriate to litigate nationally because individu-

al state laws would overwhelm any chances of com-
monality . The company also argued that Huntzinger 
purchased his dive computer from a third-party 
retailer (a dive store), and that the statute of limita-
tions has passed regarding some of the 18 models he 
listed in his lawsuit .

On December 10, U .S . District Judge William 
Hayes in San Diego denied Aqua Lung’s bid to dis-
miss, finding that despite Huntzinger never experi-
encing problems with his own dive computer, he had 
standing to bring the case, because he never would 
have bought a $700 computer if he’d known about the 
defects .  He said Huntzinger sufficiently alleged that 
Aqua Lung was aware of the defects but did not dis-
close them “while continuing to market and distribute 
the dive computers .”

The case continues .
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Ingram didn’t give any more reasons why DEMA supported California’s SB 350, other than to say 
DEMA responds to state, federal, or overseas legislations “when operators in the area, members of the 
DEMA board or others express concerns and also support a position that makes sense for the indus-
try .” Even though, we think, Rusty Barry’s views are unfounded . 

DEMA has a Public Policy Committee that Ingram says “works for the betterment of the recreation-
al diving industry, seeking to engage in activities which  .  .  . the Committee includes DEMA members 
with a variety of viewpoints and locations, as well as from different stakeholder groups .” It focuses its 
attention on issues in bellwether states like Florida, California, Texas, New York and Hawaii, which 
may have an additional impact elsewhere in the U .S . “Where possible, DEMA also notifies members 
of federal, state or offshore issues that have a direct impact on their businesses,” Ingram wrote . He 
highlighted DEMA’s tips to dive shops about lobster diving seasons in Florida and California, dive 
flag use and the Navy’s recent final ruling on diving on sunken military boats .

DEMA has its Ships to Reefs program, turning retired vessels into artificial reefs, but when we 
asked Ingram about the national push to turn oil rigs along the U .S . coast into diveable reefs (see our 
February 2015 article on the issue), he only wrote, “DEMA remains supportive of leaving retired or 
abandoned rigs in place where possible and appropriate .” This would be a good place for DEMA 
leadership, better than quashing a renewable energy bill .

Regarding bigger climate change issues that affect bleaching and ocean acidification worldwide, 
Ingram pointed us to his DEMA testimony before the Senate Subcommittee on Ocean Acidification in 
April 2010 . He wrote, “Undoubtedly, losing coral reefs due to ocean acidification  .  .  . would be eco-
nomically detrimental to the recreational scuba and snorkeling industries in the U .S .” However, “the 
industries could be detrimentally impacted by regulatory policies that create more immediate cost or 
reduction of access when such policies may be unnecessary or overly burdensome  .  .  . By understand-
ing more about the economics of ocean acidification on the diving industries, it should be possible to 
balance the long-term environmental needs of the oceans and reefs, with the more immediate concerns 
of those that help their customers enjoy the ocean environment .” 

Why These Readers Refuse to Give Up Their Spare Air
In our November story “Do Divers Need a Spare Air?,” we postulated that it’s not a necessary piece of gear 

because it just adds bulk and is one more potential complication, especially if you’re diving at reasonable depths . 
It may also encourage some divers to get dangerously low on air and have to rely on the Spare Air’s very limited 
capacity to surface .

Several subscribers wrote in to disagree . Daniel Spitzer (Piermont, NY) says, “I have tested it underwater, and at 
60 feet, I can get 17 to 20 breaths . Put another way, because my typical air consumption, when not panicked, is less 
than one cubic foot per minute, a Spare Air should give me about three minutes to get to the surface . Assuming I 
panic and hyperventilate, it still would give me well over a minute .”

Stephen Moore (Toronto, Ontario) says, “I had a high-pressure hose for my Scubapro G250 blow out on the 
surface while diving the Rhone . That is a situation where I think the Spare Air could have been a lifesaver if I had 
been at depth when the failure occurred . Having a totally redundant air supply strikes me as prudent . A pony bottle 
would be a better choice, but I dive a couple of times a year, and I don’t need to pay even more baggage charges .”

Ron Johnson (Houston, TX) says the Spare Air saved his life while diving in Truk Lagoon . “I put a swivel on my 
first-stage air hose, allowing it to rotate up, down, and around . It worked well for a season . Then, one day in Truk, 
the O-ring in this swivel blew out at 65 feet . I did an ‘O Shite’ moment as I saw my air tank pressure drain down to 
zero . I knew I could not hold my breath for a controlled ascent . It was definitely an emergency . My mind was rush-
ing into a panic when I remembered my Spare Air; I carry it in a specially designed neoprene holster on my BC . I 
reached back, slid it out and life-giving air rushed into my lungs . I did a controlled ascent to the surface and climbed 
back into the boat . I haven’t needed it since, but then, once is enough . Buy a Spare Air and hope you never need it .”
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Keep in mind that ocean acidification is a direct result of carbon emissions, which seems once again 
to be a bouquet to the oil industry . We just can’t see how the effort to cut carbon emissions and reduce 
ocean acidification is contrary to the concerns of those businesses “that help their customers enjoy 
the ocean environment .” Just how does DEMA’s view of “balancing environmental needs” with their 
customers’ needs have anything to do with selling more Discover Scuba courses or more regulators? 
And how does DEMA’s opposition to the legislation we cited “promote the health of aquatic resources 
while protecting diver access to those resources, so that we all have a place to dive that is clean and 
healthy?” 

“They’re Doing the Bare Minimum”

Graham Casden, owner of Ocean First Divers in Boulder, CO, told Undercurrent he doesn’t believe 
DEMA is doing enough to support his business or its long-term future . “From my experience, it’s slim 
to none,” he says . “My understanding is the board is PADI and big manufacturers who are focused on 
other issues .”

Casden senses that DEMA isn’t really focused on environmental issues . A few years ago, when its 
annual conference was held in Las Vegas, Casden stayed at a DEMA-approved hotel and saw it had 
shark fin soup on the menu . “I made a big stink about it and walked out, and DEMA issued an apol-
ogy the next day .” But no other action was taken, he says . 

When Casden co-founded Blue the Dive, a nonprofit focused on getting the dive industry to sup-
port ocean conservation through eco-friendly business practices, he contacted DEMA to ask for its 
endorsement . The answer was no . “We’re trying to create a more sustainable dive business model --  
it’s kind of a no-brainer,” Casden says . “If DEMA hired a PR firm, the least they would tell them is to 
get behind initiatives that are positive and support the dive industry . But I think it has a lot to do with 
the composition of DEMA’s board, their myopic point of view about the industry, and not being very 
progressive or forward thinking . They are doing the bare minimum .”

Jennifer Aniston’s New Husband Needs Better Dive Training 
Justin Theroux, Jennifer Aniston’s new husband, is an actor who most recently starred on the HBO show The 

Leftovers . Theroux said last month on the TV talk show Live with Kelly and Michael that he almost died [OMG!] while 
diving in Bora Bora during his honeymoon . Based on his tale, we think he’s haunted by the ghost of Brad Pitt .

Here’s how it all went down: After an afternoon of dive training and diving about 10 feet down to see some coral 
and “pretty fish,” Theroux went out the next day with an instructor who spoke little English . “There was no com-
municating; we could not talk,” Theroux said . “I was telling him, ‘I’ve only done this once .’” 

After diving deeper than he had the day before, Theroux was alarmed when he noticed his tank was running 
low . Guess neither he nor any dive crew had checked it before he went into the water . When Theroux tried to 
motion to his divemaster that he needed to surface, the guy signaled him to keep swimming . Being a newbie who 
probably feared ascending by himself, or maybe hadn’t even been taught how to do it independently, he looked at 
his gauge and thought, “I’m really deep in the red .” 

When Theroux swam over to the divemaster instructor a second time, the guy gave Theroux his octopus . 
Theroux thought, “Why are we doing that? Why are we doing an emergency when Earth is up there?” When the 
divemaster switched regulators, water rushed down Theroux’s throat, and as he started coughing, hacking and pan-
icking, he said his brain started going to “this crazy place and thinking, ‘Oh my God, this is like some plot to kill me 
on my honeymoon .’” 

No doubt he was frightened, but it sounds to us like just another day in the life of a Discover Diving Course in 
a developing country . And one has to have a pretty big ego to think he’s being murdered by a hired Tahitian dive 
guide . P .S . to Justin: Brad Pitt moved on long ago .
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The Shortcomings of Winged BCs  
do single-tank divers really need them?

One of our subscribers, J . Konstanza (Sacramento, CA), wrote to us, describing his problems with 
the Scubapro Knight Hawk, as well as his spouse’s issues with the Scubapro Lady Hawk BCD -- 
common among BCDs that have a large buoyancy cell separate from the harness and independent 
from it .  “Basically, I believe they have a flawed design that traps air on one side or the other of the 
BC . I have tried restringing the bladder ties, to no avail . I have tied them tighter and very loose, but 
it simply makes no difference . They trap air on one side, and we are diving lopsided . I am used to it 
now and routinely have to grab the lower left (while wearing the BC) and the lower vent on the right 
side, and squeeze . It was both dangerous and aggravating as a newbie diver, because if I could not 
vent the air from the BC, I would shoot up to the top . Now, it is just an aggravation . It also forces us 
to dive in a more heads-up position to try to keep the BC balanced . Thanks for addressing this mat-
ter, and I hope Scubapro will make some design changes .”

The problem Konstanza describes is indeed real, and we speculate that he may have been sold an 
inappropriate product for the diving he does . So we asked John Bantin, our expert gear tester, for his 
take . Here’s his reply:

“It’s Not Political, It’s the Reality”

Laurie Wilson, publisher of the dive travel news website Blue Ocean Network and host of the 
annual Blue Ocean Business Summit, says that’s probably the case because of the left wing, right-wing 
political schism in the U .S . “If you talk about sustainability and climate change, you’re considered a 
left-wing Democrat . If you a denier, you’re a right-winger . This is why DEMA cannot step into the 
political fray, it’s shooting itself in the foot .” 

Wilson says she recently talked to some DEMA board members who agreed that there should be 
specifically an Environmental Committee; right now, it’s lumped into the Public Policy Committee . 
“But they’re very concerned about attracting environmentalists, like it’s a bad thing! Still, they’re 
trying to come up with a set of parameters to create a committee that will not create huge backlash . 
Right now, everything is hodgepodge -- the shark-fin thing, the lobster thing, the lionfish thing -- it’s 
because of this issue of politics . But our industry is based on a pristine reef, and we are on shaky 
ground if we don’t face that head on .”

What can DEMA do without rocking the boat politically? Wilson says they could do something as 
simple with their “Be a Responsible Diver” program as talking about environmentally responsible 
seafood . “It’s not political; it’s the reality .”  

We have no quarrel with DEMA representing the best interests of dive businesses . That’s their 
purpose . But by joining with the oil companies to fight renewable energy for automobiles and to take 
a wait-and see-position on ocean acidification, we think they’re off into irrelevant territory to serve 
masters other than the diving industry . 

P .S .: As for California SB 350, Governor Jerry Brown dropped the provision for the 50 percent 
petroleum reduction, then signed the far-reaching bill in October, saying, “Oil has won the skirmish . 
But they’ve lost the bigger battle .” Of course, he made no mention of the dive industry .

--Vanessa Richardson
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A while back, wing-style BCs became popular with divers using multiple steel tanks because their 
large buoyancy cells provide plenty of support for all that weight at the surface, while offering an 
uncluttered chest area where multiple regulars otherwise hang ready for use . It wasn’t long before 
equipment manufacturers realized there were many more people who weren’t actually going to dive 
this way but to whom the configuration appealed . A plethora of wing-style BCs arrived in the mar-
ketplace intended for single-tank diving .

Alas, many “wannabe” technical divers demanded technical-style wings because ‘they might want 
to dive double tanks one day .’ These wing-style BCs come with larger buoyancy cells that may or 
may not be constricted by elastic strapping or cords, but whether they do or not, it can lead to some 
complications with single tanks .

A conventional vest-style BC has a buoyancy cell that wraps around the diver, so that any air that 
is introduced by the inflator will lodge at the highest point, which is usually behind the diver’s head, 
at the shoulders . The corrugated hose or the dump valves are also located at that spot, so it is usually 

A Wacky Instructor’s Course Leads to Bent Diver’s $15,000 Settlement 
Here’s a reason why dive shops need to vet their instructors before sending them out to take novice div-

ers underwater . After making her first dives during a Red Sea vacation, a British woman signed up for a 
PADI dive course in her native England . Everything went fine until the third and final openwater dive at 
Stoney Cove, near Leicester . The instructor had forgotten to bring the woman’s gear, so on the first day, 
she had to make do with gear that was cobbled together using borrowed items from a “spare box .” She was 
given a 5-mm wetsuit, fine for the Red Sea but well below the thickness needed for a spring-fed fresh water 
quarry in the U .K . where the water is frequently only a few degrees above freezing) . . Nonetheless, she was 
expected to complete three dives on the first day . Dives one and two were to a depth of 20 feet, and dive 
three dropped to 42 feet, contravening PADI policy of the deepest dive first .

The next day, the diver had the incorrect weight, which hadn’t been spotted because no buoyancy test 
was carried out before the dive, again contrary to PADI guidelines . She struggled to descend and remain at 
depth, so while submerged, she was given a boulder to hold while the instructor returned to the surface to 
get more weights . But he then mistakenly placed twice as much weight as was intended in her BC . She and 
her buddy returned to the surface and inflated their BCs, and after a few minutes, the instructor signaled 
the group that they should dive again . Due to the extra weight she now carried, she sank like the proverbial 
stone . The instructor raced to catch up with her at 16 feet, and immediately pulled her to the surface, with-
out stopping to allow her to equalize during the rapid ascent .  

Upon reaching the surface, she felt disoriented and experienced a spinning sensation . The instructor 
advised her to lie horizontally on the surface to recuperate, which she did for eight minutes, then completed 
the final dive to 20 feet . Later, she told the instructor she had a severe ear ache . He gave her tiger balm and 
advised her to put a sock of salt on her ear to draw out any water . When she got home, the pain in her ear 
was excruciating . She tried the “salty sock” remedy, but eventually went to the hospital, where she was diag-
nosed with a suspected perforated eardrum . 

Later that evening, she saw a red-orange tint on her skin, along with a widespread rash . She called the 
diving school, describing her symptoms, and they advised her to contact the London Dive Chamber, which 
told her to come in immediately for emergency decompression treatment . When she arrived, she was unable 
to walk in a straight line and was slurring her speech . She remained in decompression for six hours and 
needed three further treatments . Then she hired a lawyer .

Although the dive school admitted it had hired the instructor in question, it denied that any contract of 
employment existed, and both the school and the instructor denied liability throughout . When the woman’s 
lawyers showed medical records and started gathering medical experts’ testimony for court, both the school 
and instructor settled for US$15,000 . We think she should have gotten a lot more .
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Diving Vessel Inspections  
not all insured liveaboards have been thoroughly checked

--Vanessa Richardson

just a simple matter for the diver to release air during an ascent if he is looking where he is going . 
However, with winged BCs and bigger buoyancy cells, things may be different -- it might wrap 
around the tank instead .

The wing-style buoyancy cell does not follow the contours of the diver’s torso, so the air might 
lodge someplace other than directly behind the diver’s shoulders, unless the diver goes head-up . In 
worst-case scenarios, a cell without the elastic cord may wrap around a single tank, and air intro-
duced at the left side by the inflator can remain at that side, causing the diver to feel lopsided, and 
making it difficult to jettison during an ascent if he stays in a horizontal position . On the other hand, 
when used with double tanks, it is not free to flap in this way . 

In common with many other wing-style BCs, the Lady Hawk and Knight Hawk both have large 
buoyancy cells, and these are kept neat by some elastic cord . However, this can cause some crum-
pling of the material, and air can get caught in the loose folds, rather than progressing cleanly to the 
upper part – unless the diver makes a concerted effort to go upright in the water, maybe raising a left 
shoulder as he does so . 

Some say these wing-style BCs with big buoyancy cells are unsuitable for use with a single tank, 
although it can be done . However, before you purchase one, you should ask yourself why you need 
it? Bigger is not always better . If you want a wing for use with a single tank, maybe you’d be bet-
ter off with a smaller one, one fit for your purpose . A huge buoyancy-cell fully inflated behind your 
back at the surface does not necessarily add flotation when combined with only one tank, because 

much of it is above the surface at this time . For 
most, if not all, sport divers, a wing-style BC is not 
the answer to safe and comfortable diving .

(In the photograph at left, John Bantin is using 
a typical large wing-style BC (without an elastic 
restricting cord) that has wrapped around the single 
tank and put the air within itself at a higher point 
than the dump valves or exit to the corrugated hose 
when the diver is horizontal .)

In the aftermath of several alarming groundings and sinkings by liveaboards around the world, sev-
eral Undercurrent subscribers have asked what oversight exists by government agencies with regard to 
diving vessels . In the U .S ., all licensing and vessel inspections are conducted by the U .S Coast Guard . 
For the most part, the USCG does a thorough and very professional job .

The licensing process requires applicants to show substantial evidence of sea time and practical expe-
rience to qualify to take the Master’s examination . It’s a tough test -- candidates will be challenged on 
Rules of the Road, safety, firefighting, navigation, seamanship and contingencies . Masters (captains) 
must show proof of ongoing sea time, and renew every five years . Chemical drug testing, a physical, 
security credentials and a background check are required on each renewal . Unfortunately, no actual 
“operational” test in maneuvering an actual boat is given . I find this remarkable . 
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Annual vessel inspections are required where a USCG officer conducts a complete hands-on visit 
for each passenger vessel operating under a Certificate of Inspection to carry more than six passengers 
for hire . This includes hull, engines, navigational instruments, safety equipment, fuel systems, marine 
heads, stability, etc . Additionally, periodic dry dock inspections are conducted . This oversight is excel-
lent, but it should be remembered that “seaworthiness” is mostly evaluated for general passenger voy-
ages  .  .  . not specifically for diving operations . Some USCG districts take a more focused approach to 
diving, but this tends to vary widely . USCG rules and regulations also apply in U .S . Territories and 
Commonwealth regions, such as the U .S . Virgin Islands and Puerto Rico .

On the other hand, with the exception of vessels under flag from the U .K . and Canada, oversight is 
virtually nonexistent . This should come as no surprise to most divers . With Third World countries such 
as Indonesia, the Solomon Islands, Papua New Guinea, Micronesia, Melanesia, most of the Caribbean 
and the Bahamas, Mexico, Costa Rica, Honduras, Panama, Colombia, countries of the Mediterranean, 
Thailand, etc ., there is simply no infrastructure or budget to do a proper job . Nor is there any real pro-
cess for proper evaluation, screening, testing and continuing quality assurance to captains . 

Some travelers may be seduced into thinking that just because a vessel has insurance, it has been 
required to undergo specific inspections . This is not always the case . Incredibly, some insurance under-
writers accept vessels solely with an application, a purported “recent survey,” and some photos . This in 
no way should be a basis for diver confidence because it’s difficult to determine what criteria actually 
were applied . And some vessels specifically do not buy coverage for “in water” activities . Like, duh, 
diving . I know, this sounds hard to believe, but it’s part of the bizarre reality out there . However, if an 
operator has insurance from a credible underwriter, such as a Lloyd’s of London syndicate, it will be 

Judge Rules That a Liability Waiver Doesn’t Cover Snorkeling
A federal judge recently ruled that a signed liability waiver doesn’t necessarily bar a woman from suing for 

negligence after her husband died on a Maui snorkeling excursion .

Mark Strickert, 50, of Austin, TX, died in 2014 when he was unable to return to captain Charley Neal’s boat 
during a fast-moving storm at Molokini Crater (we wrote about the incident in our September 2014 issue) . 
Strickert was snorkeling with his wife, plaintiff Mary Strickert, and their two children . Six scuba divers and six 
snorkelers were in the water for 30 minutes when, as Neal wrote in a Facebook post after the incident, “A freak 
storm rolled in and hit like a wall, 40 to 60 m .p .h . winds, rain, and eight- to 12-foot breaking waves .”

Mary Strickert filed a wrongful death suit, claiming gross negligence against Neal, Molokini Divers, Nealco 
International (doing business as Scuba Shack) and Neal’s vessel, Double Scoop . The defendants tried to have the 
suit tossed, but last month, U .S . District Judge Derrick Watson declined to dismiss the suit, finding triable issues 
of fact in both of Mary Strickert’s claims . Watson ruled that the release Mark Strickert signed, a PADI “Discover 
Scuba Diving Participant Statement,” applied to scuba diving only, not the snorkeling Mark Strickert was doing 
at the time of the storm . 

 As to the gross negligence claim, Watson found that triable issues as to whether Neal’s conduct during 
the storm amounted to gross negligence warrant continuing with the proceedings . “Allegations that Neal was 
aware that Mr . Strickert was visibly in distress in the open ocean, and that, despite the plaintiff’s repeated pleas 
to Neal to assist her husband, Neal, for at least several minutes, stood and ‘did nothing’ to assist Mr . Strickert, 
suggest an ‘indifference to a present legal duty and utter forgetfulness of legal obligations so far as other per-
sons may be affected .’”

Watson also wrote, “A jury could reasonably conclude that Neal’s decision to proceed with the excursion 
on July 20, 2014, despite the National Weather Service announcements, and his failure to immediately respond 
to the snorkelers, including the decedent, who were in visible distress, displayed such a gross want of care and 
regard for the rights of others as to justify the presumption of willfulness and wantonness .”
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vetted properly, and oversight will include operations and maintenance, as well as who is placed aboard 
as Master . It’s worth inquiring if you have doubts .

There is a huge element of trust that must be considered . There is no guarantee that an operator will 
exercise due diligence to the vessel or its crew . Don’t be fooled into thinking that a “big” name com-
pany with “fleet” operations will necessarily be safer . Many “fleet” operators -- the Aggressor fleet, for 
example -- don’t own the vessels they advertise and put their names on . Most vessels are independently 
owned by other parties and merely sign on as “franchise” members . Sometimes a smaller operator with 
vigilant owner attention can be far better . And safer .

I strongly recommend that divers research the operations they plan on diving with and boarding, 
with a personal sense of “situational awareness .” Look for safety gear (life jackets, rafts, EPIRBS, signal-
ing devices, oxygen units, etc .) and engage the captain or vessel manager in a discussion about emer-
gency protocols and evacuations in the event of an accident . Get the lowdown on search and rescue and 
abandon ship, and always make certain you have your own portable flashlight in your cabin in case a 
nighttime crisis manifests .

Some foreign flag vessel operations do an excellent job of assigning captains and crew with specific 
training protocols and overall vessel maintenance and voyage safety plans . Excellent operators include 
the Sea Hunter fleet in Costa Rica, the Truk Odyssey, the Bilikiki in the Solomons, the Nai’a in Fiji and 
Tonga, the Ocean Hunter fleet in Palau, Dewi Nusantara (Paradise Dancer) in Indonesia, Cuan Law in the 
British Virgin Islands, and I’ve seen the bar set much higher in recent years by the higher-end vessels 
in Indonesia . But frequent staff turnover and virtually no government overview still leaves me twitchy 
about many vessels .

Travel smart . Do your homework . Shit happens…

Bret Gilliam, a regular contributor to Undercurrent, has been, among other things, a USCG-licensed Master for 
over four decades and  has operated vessels up to 550 feet long and 28,000 tons worldwide .

Two Deadly Dive Sites  
where Americans rarely go, thankfully

Recently, the Active Times noted, “there are dives with an added element of danger and mystery so com-
pelling that many will risk their lives for a chance at the challenge .” The website listed what it considers 
the 10 most dangerous scuba dives in the world, including several Florida caves . While we think including 
Belize’s Blue Hole on the list is a wild stretch, two others caught our eye .

Egypt’s Blue Hole

Nicknamed the “Diver’s Cemetery,” the Active Times calls this submarine sinkhole off the Red Sea coast 
of Dahab, Egypt, the most dangerous scuba site on earth . Originally, it was named the Blue Hole because of 
the hole through the reef wall to the blue ocean beyond . More recently, thanks to misinformed journalists, 
the circular lagoon so formed by the reef wall has become known as the Blue Hole . It is incredibly deep . 
Egyptian authorities (who have a policeman stationed at the Blue Hole to ensure divers are with a certified 
guide) claim 40 divers have died at this site in the past decade, but many local dive shop operators believe 
there have been at least twice that many fatalities . 

Recreational divers come for a current-free shore dive along a wall, but for daring divers, the big attrac-
tion is “The Arch,” an 85-foot-long tunnel with a top at 184 feet . Accidents happen when divers try to find 
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the tunnel through the reef connecting the Blue Hole and open water at about 170 feet . The Arch is difficult 
to detect because of the odd angle between it, the openwater and the Hole itself . And because the Arch 
continues downward to the seabed, which is beyond view, there is no “reference” from below . Those who 
miss the tunnel sometimes continue descending, hoping to find the tunnel farther down, and at that depth, 
they’re well under the influence of nitrogen narcosis .   

The hole is littered with dive gear, and the nearby beach looks like a graveyard, full of stones commemo-
rating those lost in the hole . Local diver Tarek Omar told Der Spiegel he doesn’t know exactly how many 
bodies he has recovered, but he r   emembers the first two he pulled up, from 335 feet . “They were holding 
each other in an embrace . This is how it must have happened: One of them had problems and kept sinking 
deeper down . The other wanted to help him . And then both of them lost consciousness .”

Jonpaul Silvestri, the manager of Poseidon Divers at Blue Hole, says that for sport divers, the Blue Hole 
is just an exit point for great shallow dives with fish and coral and is of little interest in itself . “Nowadays, 
it is full of freedivers using it for its 300-foot depths right by the shore; Ahmed Gabr set the record for the 
deepest scuba dive there [332 .35 meters] . The fame of the Blue Hole overshadows these, as everyone has 
heard of it and feels they must dive there .”

John Bantin says, “In my younger days of diving, it was always a challenge to swim through the Arch, 
from one side of the reef to the other, through the Blue Hole . The roof of The Arch is at the very depth limit 
for safe diving with air (182 feet) and often divers have got disorientated midway and considered it the 
surface (thanks to puddles of trapped air) and swum deeper to their deaths . I recall the father of one young 
woman who died in that way, travelling around the world with her recovered tank, trying to prove it was 
filled with poisonous air . There was nothing wrong with the air, but, of course, it was poisonous at the 
depth to which she took it .

“Sadly, the site, although quite benign in that it has no currents or difficult conditions whatsoever, 
attracts those types of divers who get a kick out of going deep on air, chasing big numbers on their comput-
ers, and of consequence many (mainly young) people have died there .”

The Hazards of Diving 
Choppy Waters

The perils of diving in cold waters and high waves, 
such as missing buoys and capsized boats, were illus-
trated on two separate botched diving trips that hap-
pened within days of each other in different parts of 
the world .

On November 12, nine divers surfaced after a 
shark dive with African Dive Adventures at Protea 
Banks, near Durban, South Africa, to find their boat 
was nowhere to be seen . They floated in 13-foot 
waves and winds of up to 30 knots until they were 
found four hours later . Apparently, the rope attach-
ing the market buoy to the divers broke off, and the 
boat captain raised the alarm after he couldn’t see 
the buoy . The strong current had dragged the divers 
off the site . But the group, experienced divers, kept 
calm and started swimming toward shore, stopping 
to rest regularly . 

The search and rescue team included seven boats 
and two helicopters, which the divers could see, but 
the helicopters were flying too close to shore . Chris 
Korsten, one of the search and rescue boaters, placed 
a makeshift flotation marker in the water to see where 
it would drift . “I sat for 10 minutes measuring the 
distance and degree,” he told the South African news 
website IOL . “I worked out that they would be about 
18 kilometers down from Southbroom . So when I saw 
them, I was ecstatic .” He was the one who brought the 
divers back to shore .

On November 15, a 22-foot aluminum boat hold-
ing nine divers capsized off the coast of Victoria, B .C ., 
after being buffeted by high waves . Eight were wear-
ing drysuits while the other diver had to shiver away 
in a wetsuit . Fortunately, four rescue boats were dis-
patched to get the divers, who clung to the hull of their 
overturned boat . Only one diver had to be taken to the 
hospital but was in stable condition .

Those warm-water Caribbean dives look pretty 
good right now, don’t they?
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Egyptian authorities are trying to ensure that only technically certified divers (those using helium mixes) 
do the deep dives, but it is virtually impossible to regulate what divers do once they’ve entered the water .

Thailand’s Military Dumping Ground

Thailand sports another diver’s cemetery . Samaesan Hole is the deepest dive site in the Gulf of Thailand, 
plummeting 280 feet . The hole is in Samaesan Bay, where there are very strong currents, and it’s also 
an inland waterway with heavy daily tanker traffic, with drafts deep as a diver’s last three safety stops . 
Furthermore, there are unexploded bombs littering the seabed in what marine charts list as an “explosives 
dumping ground .” Sunlight rarely reaches the bottom, so formal technical training and proper deep diving 
equipment should be required . 

Steve Burton, technical diving director for Mermaid Divers in Pattaya, Thailand, says he made the first 
successful dive to the bottom of the “black silty hole of death” in 1998 . “It was an unlucky day . All the lights 
imploded, and three out of the four dive computers, including backups, all failed (permanently) and gave 
stupid indications of depth or time . This dive site is now used as the ‘passing out dive’ for local Trimix tech-
nical dive students .”

--Vanessa Richardson

It’s Not Just the Fishermen who Are Destroying Reefs
In the past 45 years, Caribbean coral cover has declined from 35 percent to 16 percent . Fish populations have 

plummeted due to overfishing . And fishers are having a hard time making a living . Meanwhile, scuba dive tourism 
has increased dramatically .

A recent study by Dr . Ayan Johnson and Dr . Jeremy Jackson found that 94 percent of divers acknowledged that 
their diving damages the reefs . “That industry needs to be regulated too if reefs are going to have a chance at recov-
ering,” said Jackson . Johnson interviewed 388 fishers and scuba instructors, hoping to understand how they use the 
ocean, how they perceive the reefs and fisheries, and what types of management they would support . Their answers 
give cause for hope: The social climate is primed for policymakers to put strong conservation measures in place for 
the benefit of both groups .

According to Johnson’s research, fishermen are more aware than divers of the degradation of their reef ecosystem 
but don’t acknowledge much of the blame for it . But divers are also to blame -- especially as their numbers grow 
-- because of poor behavior under water . Many novices kick the reefs, and tourist demand for local seafood has 
depleted the very fish they want to see when they dive .

“Most jarring were the words of a 15-year-old fisher who told me that fishers used to show the size of their catch 
vertically [holding his hands off the ground],” said Johnson . “Now they show fish size horizontally [holding his 
hands shoulder width apart] . And this all happened in the past few decades .”

Meanwhile, dive instructors say showing visitors seahorses and rare marine life is great for their business, but 
the halo of reef damage left behind by tourists bumping sensitive corals continues to degrade the already damaged 
environment .

The study found that most fishers (89 percent) perceived catching fewer fish than previous generations . An over-
whelming 96 percent of fishers and 94 percent of divers with over five years of local experience reported that some 
species they used to catch or see are rare or missing now . The numbers of large grouper, snapper and parrotfish 
populations have plummeted across the region, along with the coral itself . Meanwhile, invasive species like lionfish 
have been able to establish themselves throughout the region, further threatening endemic fisheries .

Jackson and Johnson offer up some policy reforms, including establishing large marine reserves that are closed to 
both fishing and diving, limiting the number of fishers and divers, and easing the transition to more sustainable use 
of coral reef resources . They believe their study shows that both fishers and divers are ready for meaningful man-
agement actions .
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cold for the animals to breed there, so they can’t become 
established, says Lillywhite, and there’s no reason to panic . 
“When these animals are in their natural habitat, they 
don’t tend to be aggressive, they’ll just swim away .”

Shark Attack in UNESCO Dive Site. Fernando de 
Noronha, a protected marine reserve off Brazil’s northeast-
ern coast, saw its first shark attack . A shark ripped off the 
forearm of a 33-year-old man while on a dive trip in the 
UNESCO world heritage site on December 22 . Luckily, he 
was in stable condition and quickly underwent surgery on 
the mainland . The news portal GL said a marine biologist 
and a shark expert were authorized to carry out a dive to try 
to establish which species of shark attacked the diver . The 
Brazilian state of Pernambuco, where Fernando de Noronha 
is, has seen 60 shark attacks since 1992, including 24 deadly 
ones, according to Brazil’s Shark Attack Monitoring Center .

Let’s Hope Not. Captain Larry Salkin of the Tampa Bay 
Water Taxi Co . has been offering dolphin tours for nearly 
eight years, and he has discovered that dolphins in Tampa 
Bay are most excited by the album Yanni from the Acropolis 
and swing music . “For some reason, they seem to be attract-
ed to it,” he says . “When I play other music, they don’t pay 
attention .” A writer who went with Salkin on a dolphin tour 
confirmed it, stating, “Sure enough, more than a dozen dol-
phins began circling the boat when Yanni began playing on 
the stereo .” Salkin says, “First time it happened, I said, ‘no 
big deal .’ Second time, it caught my curiosity . The third time 
kind of confirmed it .” We’re embarrassed for the dolphins .

Congratulations, Maurine Shimlock. The veteran 
underwater photographer -- and frequent Undercurrent con-
tributor -- now has a fish named after her . Marine biologists 
Gerald Allen and Mark Erdmann, authors of the prolific Reef 
Fish of the East Indies, have named a lovely yellow and blue 
damselfish recently discovered in Indonesia’s West Papua 
region Chrysiptera maurinae in Shimlock’s honor because 
she has “zealously promoted marine conservation of 
Cenderwasih Bay and the surrounding Bird’s Head region 
by means of her excellent journalism and photography .”

Your Toothpaste May Be Killing Marine Life. The 
minuscule plastic “microbeads” often found in soap 
and toothpaste are harmful to sea life . That’s because 
each day, consumers wash these minuscule bits down 
the drain by the ton, where they travel into the oceans 
and end up in the gullets of fish, turtles, marine mam-
mals and sea birds . Microbeads are found in many 
top brands, including Crest toothpaste, Axe shower 
gels, Neutrogena skin care products, and face and 
body scrubs made for The Body Shop, Rite Aid and 
Estee Lauder . Now both countries and companies are 
cracking down on microbeads . Unilever and Colgate-
Palmolive have stopped using microbeads; Procter & 
Gamble and Johnson & Johnson say they will follow in 
2017 . And last month, both houses of Congress passed 
the Microbead-Free Waters Act of 2015, which will 
prohibit the manufacture of “rinse-off” cosmetics with 
microbeads as of 2016, ban their use in cosmetics start-
ing in 2018, and prohibit their use in over-the-counter 
drugs from 2019 . 

What’s This Poisonous Tropical Snake Doing in 
California? Venomous yellow-bellied sea snakes are 
rarely spotted in California’s cold waters, but a dead 
one was found last month at Bolsa Chica State Beach 
in Southern California during a beach cleanup . The 
species, which can stay underwater up to three hours 
and can reach lengths of 35 inches, has only been 
seen in California two other times: once in October 
and once in the 1970s . Because these sea snakes nor-
mally inhabit tropical swaths of the Pacific and Indian 
Oceans, this rare sighting “could obviously be weath-
er-related,” Harvey Lillywhite, a sea snake expert 
at the University of Florida, told National Geographic 
News .  They occasionally drift up to colder latitudes 
on warm currents, particularly during strong El Niño 
years, like this one .  Still, California waters remain too 
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